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Prairie Gardens & Adventure Farm
Tam Andersen is a unique entrepreneur, passionate about sustainable
farming, cultivating partners and celebrating all things local.
At the young age of 22, ‘Farmer Tam’ purchased Prairie Gardens, more than 25 acres of vegetable gardens
and later added (at age 32) another 3,000 acres of cropland with her husband, Terry, together comprising
the best of Alberta’s black topsoil. Located outside Bon Accord, 25 kilometres north of Edmonton, it was
here where this young horticulturist planted the seeds of her own future.
It didn’t take long for Tam to realize that, although she could become
a traditional farmer growing acres of food like everyone else, she’d be
forever vulnerable to the whims of mother nature, rising equipment
costs, the fickleness of food trends and the ever-growing threat of
mega-stores offering less tasty (albeit cheaper) imported fruits and
vegetables. Plus, a single-product crop means as a single revenue
stream which itself is inherently risky.
“Our farm had to be sustainable from the beginning because we had
no safety net to fall back on and not a lot of capital to invest,” recalls
Tam. To do that, the owner and staff at Prairie Gardens & Adventure
Farm don’t just talk about sustainability; they live it through their values,
commitment to only selling local foods they grow and products made
by their community partners.
Connecting with Food
In 1986, Tam discovered that when people engage with the farm, ‘food
becomes fun.’ She opened a u-pick strawberry patch and this handson experience became a second revenue stream. Raised as a farm girl,
Tam realized that what she took for granted, to others was something
new, an opportunity never experienced. For her, the strawberry u-pick
was a major turning point.
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Thirty years later, Prairie Gardens & Adventure Farm is an established food producer and agri-tourism
operator; in 2016 they welcomed their one-millionth visitor. This growth has not been accidental; each year
Prairie Gardens adds a new way for people to connect with the farm, its food, staff and community partners.
In the last three decades, Prairie Gardens has grown from:
• Two greenhouses and 0.5 acres of strawberries
to six gardens, 10 greenhouses, 150 varieties
of vegetables and 50 types of pumpkins;
• Two employees in 1984 to five full-time, all-season
employees, ramping up to 120 staff
for the 2016 peak season;

• 500 garden centre visitors per annum,
to 60,000 per annum; and
• One strawberry u-pick operation designed to
engage guests has now become five annual
festivals and 50 daily farm activities.

As well, beyond casual visitors, they market to school groups, weddings, corporate and culinary events. They
also promote their recently developed long table dinners and highlight their new branded flagship program:
Fire Roasters Long Table Stories.
Really! In Winter?
“There’s a silent language to Fire Roasting that you can’t write down. You’ll
learn by feeling, smelling, touching as you unearth the mystery of the flames
that romance cooking on an open fire as you experience this fabled Fire
Roasters culinary adventure,” advertises Prairie Gardens.
As you arrive along the snow-ploughed road, listening to the crunch of
the ice on the tires, your curiosity grows, along with your appetite, as you
anticipate a long table dinner in the heart of Canada’s northern winter.
Upon arrival, you’re whisked away to a warm bonfire where a member of the
Prairie Gardens’ family regales you with tales of this 18th century farm and its
current story. All the while, hidden beneath the crackling flames, unbeknownst
to you…pumpkins are secretly roasting. When the time comes to harvest them
from the embers, your awareness and appreciation of the many ways to enjoy
this colourful bounty of the land explodes, figuratively. (FYI: Whole roasted
pumpkins don’t explode; they steam, swell and split, gracefully.)
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After tasting the warm, fresh, fire-sweetened flesh of a pumpkin, you’re
escorted into a greenhouse where your first ‘long table’ awaits. But there are no
table settings awaiting you, the guest. Instead, you’re put to work at a cleverly
dressed prep table set with the herbs, sea salts, strainers and bags needed
to create your own personalized salt that later, you will take away to your own
kitchen in a beautifully, locally hand-crafted, kiln-fired ceramic container.
As you begin to feel infused with nature and the harmony between all
elements of a true ‘farm to fork’ dinner, you’re invited to move into a second
greenhouse for the anticipated Long Table Story dinner. Here, the chef pairs
local, organically grown meats with vegetables harvested on the farm and
beverages from community partners.
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“The beauty of the long-table dinners is the experience for the guest and the business value to our farm.
Sold in a bag, potatoes are worth five dollars. But if we harvest them and fire roast them with some dill and
garlic, then incorporate them in a meal, the value increases. Add an experience that connects the visitor to our
staff, community partners and hands-on activities and we’ve checked off all the boxes and can sell a special
experience for $125 to $175 per person.
We don’t have to produce 300,000 potatoes; we can make a nice living off half an acre of potatoes and weave
in our partners’ products and stories to make our hands-on learning and dining experiences special.”
– Tam Andersen
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“I have become much more
comfortable telling our story. It
has changed the way we plan and
market experiences on the farm.

Tam Andersen and Heather Edwards, Pottery by
Heather community partner. (Image: Nancy Arsenault)

For the staff, who are now part of the story, rather than
ride on the coat tails of the farm story, they have learned
how to incorporate their own stories. This has become
an integral component that allows us to connect with
our guests as they experience the farm.”
– Tam Andersen

The Power of Stories
Everyone has a story to tell, but not everyone is a natural storyteller. When Prairie Gardens first
became involved with Travel Alberta’s SHiFT experiential travel training, its own story wasn’t central
to planning its guest activities.
Through the coaching process of developing a unique, domestic and internationally appealing experience,
Tam and her team were poked, prodded and prompted: What is your story?
Beyond a compelling history of the farm, we discovered that Prairie Gardens is Canada’s northern-most
pumpkin farm, growing 50 varietals of this rotund, underrated gourd. Plus, from a culinary perspective, this
fruit (yes, it is) can be safely and easily stored year-round; there is always a fresh supply available
to serve to guests.
It was through this exploration of ‘story’ that the hidden gem of pumpkins emerged and has
been branded as “Fire Roasters Long Table Stories.”
Proudly Supporting Community and Partners
We are all familiar with the ‘people, profit and planet’ formula for a
sustainable business but at Prairie Gardens the passion, partnerships
and plants are also foundational to its success.
By focusing on one strong element – the life and lore of pumpkins – one
can provide the foundation for an entire storyline and an untapped range
of experiences that opens new doors to new ways of thinking about the
greater farm. It’s all part of an intuitive approach to sustainability.
“Every tourism dollar that comes into our community goes through seven
hands before it leaves,” notes Tam. “If we can involve partners, it offers a
better experience for visitors and broadens their understanding of life in a
rural farming community. So many people have never been exposed to our
way of life.”
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The key benefits of excellent partners Tam identifies are:
• None of us alone will create a destination
but together we have greater appeal and
can offer a more interesting experience;
• We all grow our businesses when we support
each other as suppliers and tourism operators;
• We have more flexibility to customize,
personalize and adjust our price;
• We can provide exposure to new
businesses with relatively little risk;

• We get inspired by each
other’s energy and ideas;
• Guests love meeting
people from the
community; and
• Grass root collaborations
are a win with municipal
planning departments.
It’s hard to say ‘no’
to success.
Owner Rick Barr, Barr Estate
Winery, community partner.
(Image: Nancy Arsenault)

Attracting International Guests
Always looking for the next opportunity, Tam wanted to tap into international markets.

Currently, there are no year-round farm-based culinary experiences in Alberta. Tam is not shy to admit what
she doesn’t know. As a farmer and agri-tourism operator focused on local and regional markets, the travel
trade was new to her.
To achieve the goal she set for herself, to attract one international operator within 18 months of the SHiFT
program, she readily accepted Tourism Edmonton’s mentoring support and applied to Travel Alberta’s Canada’s
West Marketplace Scholarship Program. Accepted as a scholar, Tam found herself on another major learning
curve. But the effort soon resulted in the opportunity to sell the Fire Roasters experience at Canada’s West
Marketplace 2016 where she staged pumpkin roasting at the Jasper Park Lodge as part of the product
demonstrations. This exposed potential travel trade buyers to Tam’s passion, product and story that combined,
and helped strengthen her conversations at the marketplace. From this, she attracted their first Korean operator
who included a fire-roaster sampler lunch into their northern lights tour for four Korean tourists travelling from
Toronto to Vancouver, with a stop over in Fort McMurray and Edmonton.
The secret to success: listen to potential buyers’ needs, then customize the flagship Fire Roasters program
to meet the requirements of the individual tour operators. Anderson Vacations sold Prairie Gardens’ first
international tour, commissioning a Fire Roasters luncheon with all its experiential elements.
Tam now has her sights set on meeting the criteria required to be selected as Alberta’s first culinary
Canadian Signature Experience.

I just want to express how much our group of
45 seniors travelling with Anderson Vacations
enjoyed their time with you at Prairie Gardens.
Everyone found it to be a memorable
experience – from learning about herbs in
your part of the world to designing a personal
arrangement of succulents, cacti and small
flowering plants to take home. Farmer Tam,
your enthusiasm is contagious! We thank you
for a ‘down home’ country experience.”
– Kathy Frankin, Tour Director,
Anderson Vacations
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Reaping the Benefits from the Seed of Experiential Innovation
Independent
travellers
Fire Roasters
signature
5-course dinner
& experiences

Post SHiFT
training, more
knowledge and
skills training

Fire Roasters
customized
3-course lunch
& experiences

Fire Roasters
festival
concession

Fire Roasters
off-site
appreciation
nights, trade show
demonstrations

Plant one seed, fertilize it
with innovative thinking,
enrich it with stories, nourish
it with community, invest
in the growth process and
enjoy the fruits of your
labour. This is exactly what
Tam Andersen did.
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New clients
purchasing the
Fire Roasters
Experience

Canada’s West
Scholars and
Edmonton Tourism
mentoring

Travel trade
partners

Edmonton
hotels

Wedding
parties

Trade show
showcases

Corporate
clients

Edmonton
meetings and
conventions

“The Edmonton Event Awards were created to recognize
excellence and to promote connection in our local event
industry. We are very pleased with the feedback from our
community and with the number of quality submissions for
our inaugural year. We honoured Prairie Gardens & Adventure
Farm with awards for the Best Venue and the Best Innovative
Idea. They stand out for their customized on-site catering that
showcases sustainable local food grown right on the farm.
They are a truly unique venue and an inspiration in innovative
culinary adventure!” – Nela Kovacovic, Senior Project Manager,
Edmonton Event Awards.

“I call it ‘economic nutrition’. Working with community partners is
the right thing to do. Everyone has a different expertise and if we can
align on quality, our regional brand, and create more opportunities
for everyone, why wouldn’t you do it?” – Tam Andersen
Not one to sit around and wait, Tam embraced the
opportunities to expand her business with experiential
travel programming, acquiring the necessary skills and
knowledge to reach new clients for the Fire Roasters
Long Table Stories dinner program.
What began as a single offer has blossomed into a
customizable program that, in less than a year, has
added a new revenue stream, increased benefits for
her partners, provided current customers with a new
experience and attracted domestic and international
markets. This growth can be credited to an unrelenting
commitment to personalize and tailor the meal
components and experiential elements to meet each
new client’s request, without having to design a
completely new program for each customer.
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“It turns out I’m good at growing more than just plants,” laughed Tam in 2016 when Prairie Gardens received two
of the 2016 Edmonton Event Awards for Best Venue and Most Innovative Idea – Culinary Frontiers for the Fire
Roasters program, one week before formally showcasing it as a SHiFT experience provider.
Key SHiFTs
Community partners are at the heart of the Prairie Gardens business model. Potters, musicians, nearby
wineries, local and award-winning chefs are just a few of the people connected to the operation. Yet, despite
the farm’s success, Tam is the first to admit she’s always learning. Here are a few of her own SHiFTs:
1. FROM: Telling Tam’s story of Prairie Gardens…
• TO: Teaching all staff and partners how to tell their own stories, with
pride, as part of the overall Prairie Garden farm story.
2. FROM: Introducing a new farm activity each year…
• TO: Identifying stories that become the foundation of an experience
and subsequently designing a program to engage visitors.
3. FROM: Concentrating the business focus on the domestic market…
• TO: Purposefully, strategically building and expanding the knowledge and product
foundation to attract international guests through travel trade buyers.
4. FROM: Creating a new activity or program each year, for each unique request…
• TO: Using the flagship Fire Roasters Long Table Stories as the core foundation
and then knowing how to personalize it to fit different customers.
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“Everything we do is about building community and connecting
people back to the land. Our journey has been one of passion
and partnership, lifelong learning, a commitment to innovation
and a business model that can only be described as relentless.”
– Tam Andersen, Owner, Farmer, Director of Fun

Experiential Travel Tips
As a social entrepreneur, Tam is adamant: “It’s not just about making money; it’s about doing what’s right
for the community. One business does not make a tourism destination. As long as we make enough profit
to keep growing our business, with our community partners, in ways that connect people to eating healthy,
local foods, we are happy.”
A few tips from the gal who welcomed her one-millionth visitor in 2016 and has SHiFTed to
designing experiences as the conscious business decision:
1. Be very open minded, creative, yet don’t lose sight of the business realities.
2. Do the work needed to design a memorable experience, then practice, practice,
practice to ensure you’re delivering is a seamless experience.
3. Engage your staff and community partners every step of the way.
4. Shine a light on the people and businesses in your community who share your passion
and align with your quality and brand.
Following her own advice, Tam and her team
introduced a new, nocturnal Starry Nights Farm to
Fork Long Table Dinner; complete with star gazing
and a sled-dog demo in the winter of 2016-2017.
Connecting visitors to the beauty and bounty of
where she lives, Prairie Gardens is now immersing
their guests are into Mother Nature’s dark skies as
part of a new experience that once again creates a
sense of place and connects them to bounty of her
land and community partners.
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